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MEASURING SNOWFALL EVENTS IN CATALONIA
Catalonia is a densely populated country that
covers about 32,000 km2, from its coast line to the
Pyrenees peaks that reach more than 3,000 m.
Snow is not unusual in the mountain regions, but
only occasionally reaches inner plains or coastal
areas where the majority of the population lives.
Snow to low levels has a big impact in society,
especially in the Metropolitan Area of Barcelona.
The Meteorological Service of Catalonia (SMC) manages a network of 189
Automatic Weather Stations (AWS), but only 18 of them measure snow
depth. So, when the snow-covered area is vast across the country, reliable
human observations are still the main source of information. More than 200
people can provide data that is used to produce new high resolution snow
depth maps that show the extension and intensity of the snowfall events.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NETWORKS

The Weather Observers
Network (XOM) comprises
130 observers who provide
data on a daily basis and
about 100 people providing
real-time observations only
in
certain
weather
conditions, especially when
it snows (spotters).
High mountain AWS

Using a web application,
these collaborators send
the information, which is
stored in a database and
published in the website
www.meteo.cat

Automatic Weather Stations Network (XEMA) comprises 189 stations, but only 18 of
them measure snow depth in the Pyrenees (in altitudes that reach 2,500 meters
a.s.l.) and in the coastal mountain ranges (up to 1,600 meters a.s.l.).
Collaborators of the Meteorological Observers Network (XOM)

DATA QUALITY CONTROL
Temporary fresh snow depth maps can be made during the snowfall, but
usually are produced and published the day after, when all the data is
available and data quality control has been done.
Snow depth data from automatic weather
stations must be carefully examined, specially
in the higher elevations (2,000 – 2,500 meters
above sea level), where strong winds can add
snow or reduce snow accumulation. Only
representative data can be used.

RESULTING MAPS
Finally, after the quality control of all the data
has been done, high resolution fresh snow
depth maps are generated by using a
geographically
weighted
regression
interpolation method corrected by residuals,
with the altitude as the independent variable

Snow depth data from AWS after
quality control procedures

About human measurements,
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8th March 2010
The heaviest snowfall event in decades
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- Spotters can send real-time data many
times during the snowfall, which is very
useful, but what is always required is the
final or maximum fresh snow depth
- Daily Observers enter their measurements
every morning, around 8-10 am, so waiting
for them will be always interesting

Observations from collaborators

Quantitative
Precipitation
Estimation
(QPE) from radar network is used to precisely
delimit the area covered by snow, as long as
other data from AWS (temperature, relative
humidity and precipitation) and reliable
information obtained from social networks or
media.

4-5th February 2018
Historical snowfall event in the Pyrenees

QPE shows restricted
precipitation in the Pyrenees

28th February 2018
Vast snowfall episode in Catalonia

CITIZEN SCIENCE
Meteorological Observers Network (XOM) is included into
the Citizen Science BCNLab, as an example of the creation
of scientific knowledge with the active participation of
people.

Annual meeting with XOM collaborators

In this case, people measure snow depth and transmit the
information immediately. This palliate the lack of automatic
measures in many parts of the country.
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